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100 Years

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2oiGG0nics&t=1s


Over 100 years
In Italians’ hands and hearts“ “
The Company is at the forefront in the production (and 

commercialization) of  luxury writing instruments, paper, leather 
goods and watches.

Since 1919 the values that made the company an international leader in its
field didn’t change: passion for beauty and style, together with the highest

attention for quality in every detail. 

Among the biggest in the world, Aurora is the only authentic Italian
brand in its field. 

Foundation: 1919
Location: Turin

Run: Family
Manifacture: 10.000 smq

Export: 72%

The History



Four generations
into the writing history“

“
The Verona family has commercial activities since 1722 and for 4 generations is
on the front line for the production of  writing instruments, with a primary role

in some of  the most important pages of  Italy’s history. 

At the end of  the 19° century Cesare Verona Sr. imported the first typewriter
(Remington), launching Italy toward a new way to communicate. 

Today, under the guidance of  the 4th generation, Aurora became a global brand, 
constantly looking for innovative solutions to guarantee for its clients products of  

excellence, proudly Made in Italy. 

Family: Verona
Specialization: writing instruments

Generations: 4 
And the 5th is coming…

The Family



Perfect balance between tradition and 
innovation“

“
Aurora is the only Italian company (and one of  the few in the world) that
entirely covers every stage of  production, included the nib , which is the 

real heart of  the fountain pen. 

Every Aurora nib is engraved with the stamp 5 TO, one of  the really first 
released in Turin and the most ancient in activity. 

The manifacturing is realized with typical jewellery techniques and 
supported by highly technological productive phases.

The choice of  precious materials and metals (gold, silver and gemstones) 
turns every pen into a real jewel. 

Made in Italy: 100%
Design: internal

Realization: entirely hand-made

The The Values



Video 
Il Saper Fare

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJcHAWWbzMc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJcHAWWbzMc


‘20

‘30

‘40

‘50

Design Made in Italy

Aurora RA 00
The smallest black ebonite
pen in the Aurora collection.

Asterope
The pen you can open and close
with one hand for busy business 

men.

Aurora 88
The Best Seller.

Duo Cart
The pen with double cartridge, 
for an endless writing pleasure.



‘70

‘80

‘90
Hastil e Thesi
The Design Icons displayed
in the MOMA of  New York. 

Ipsilon
The innovative pen with the 

unmistakable Y clip.

‘60
Auretta

Colorful and smart, it’s the 
students pen.

Optima
The pen that evokes the 
elegance and sobriety of  the 
historical model of  the 30s.

Design Made in Italy



2000

2019

Leonardo Da Vinci
The highest handcraft dedicated

to an Italian genius. 

Aurora 100°
Anniversary
Celebrative pen for the first 
Aurora Century

2010
TU

The modern pen with clean and 
straight lines.

Design Made in Italy

2019
Aurora 100
Anniversary
Celebrative 
Aurora Century



'80
Giorgetto Giugiaro
Kona (1980)

‘70
Marco 
Zanuso
Hastil (1970)
Thesi (1974)

‘40
Marcello Nizzoli
Aurora 88 (1947)

‘50 ‘60
Albe Steiner
DuoCart (1954)
Aurora 98 (1963)
Auretta (1965)

‘90 ‘00
Giampiero 
Bodino
Ipsilon (1993)
Talentum (2000)
Leonardo Da Vinci 
(2002)

I Designers



Reaching Hundred Years of  History is a great achievement for every
company. 

Different activities have been developed to celebrate this important
Anniversary: temporary exhibitions to illustrate the company’s history and 
the release of  the historical novel «Questione di Stilo» published by Giunti.

The collaboration with the Ministry of  Economic Development and Poste 
Italiane  - the Italian Post Service – allowed the issue of  the 

Commemorative Stamp. 
Last but not least: a special collection of  pens in limited edition: 

Collection 100% Italia.

The Centenary“

“
The The Evolution



Products for 
every desire “

“

Writing Instruments

Beside the pen’s type, with Aurora you can choose the nib that better fits 
your writing style. 

Atelier Aurora

Aurora creates elegant and exclusive jewels: bespoke pens made with 
precious metals and gemstones intended for our V.I:P. clients. 

Aurora Time

Aurora offers a collection of  chronographs for men and women in different 
models, from the classical to the sport ones, all of  the highest quality.

Aurora Leather

A wide range of  classy accessories for every occasion.  The Collection



From Italy to the world“

“
Yesterdy… 

We started from:

97% Italy vs. 3% Export

TODAY:

Over 50 countries
28 % Italy vs. 72% Export

Export



The Aurora 
Flagships Stores“

“
MessicoTurchia Iran

Roma, Via del Babuino 12

Boutiques



Signatures
Made in Italy“

“
Pope John Paul II

Brunello Cucinelli Giorgetto Giugiaro Matteo Marzotto

Alessandro Baricco Albert of  Monaco

Testimonials



He who works with his hands is a Laborer. He who
works with his hands and his head is a Craftsman. He 
who works with his hands, his head and his heart is an 

Artist. 
Saint Francis of Assisi

“ “



Aurora srl
Strada Abbadia di Stura, 200 - 10156 Torino 

Tel. +39 011 273 4186 - Fax +39 011 273 3352
aurora@aurorapen.it

https://www.aurorapen.it/
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